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Flashcard Games

 Teachers unfamiliar with “Flashing Cards” in the manual should refer to it 
before proceeding with the game explanations below, especially to review the 
principles of input (T→Ss→T), group output (Ss→T), and individual output.

A General Note on Winning and Losing

Our purpose in all these games is to use fun and challenge to focus stu-
dents’ attention on the material to be learned. In some games, the enjoy-
ment is sufficient that we need not make a production out of announcing 
and praising winners. But praise for winning, and for placing second and 
sometimes third as well, can boost a child’s confidence and build interest 
in, and comfort with, the English language. Rules of thumb:
 • Students should hear their names mentioned with approving, smil-

ing warmth more than once during (and finally when exiting) a class. 
Game conclusions are one opportunity to make this motivating effort.

 • No child should end a game with no points (cards, chips, etc.) earned.
 • No child should end class not having been given affectionate recogni-

tion for placing first, second or third in a game, or otherwise earning 
distinction (passing a test, handling teacher’s assistant duties, etc.).

 • To ensure the above, we as teachers must hone our “cheating fairly” 
skills to the utmost. We must also, especially in large classes, keep 
track (perhaps in our notes) of who has won a game on a given class 
day and who has not.

 • To spare the egos of those who have lost a game, do not over-praise 
a winner (unless that student rarely wins). Those who have won know 
it already; those who haven’t would prefer to move on to other things.

 • First, second, and third place champs in a game should not outnum-
ber those who did not win. We don’t want to praise all but the lowest 
scoring one or two kids, as this actually calls attention to the latter.
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Treasure Hunt
Materials Color flashcards

Goal Building interest in materials/language (T→Ss→T level)

A very easy game for brand new classes of small children. Not challenging 
enough to be played beyond the first few weeks or months of a new class.
 1. After flashing all of the color cards (T→Ss→T), shuffle and spread them 

face down on the table.
 2. Ask, e.g., “Where’s pink? Can you find pink?”
 3. The first student in turn chooses a card and turns it over.
 4. Ask, “Is that pink?” Students answer yes or no — teacher says, “It’s white.” 

By the second or third week, ask them to identify the “wrong” color in uni-
son, with, e.g., “No, it’s white.” (If most students in a class are individu-
ally capable of naming all or most of the colors, un-cued by classmates 
or teacher, they should be playing games more challenging than Treasure 
Hunt.)

 5. If the student has not found the card being searched for, take the card 
(practicing “Here you are,” “Thank you,” and “You’re welcome”) and lay it 
face up before you. (Do not return it face-down to the table, as this would 
make the game a memory-based challenge, not suitable for very small chil-
dren.)

 6. Ask the next student in turn, “Can you find pink?” Proceed as above.
 7. When a student finds the right card, greet this with great fanfare.
 8. If only a few cards remain on the table, call an end to the game. If there are 

still enough cards to continue, announce the next color to be searched for. 
Or, in capable classes, have the student who found the card choose the 
next color.

 9. As finding the card is its own reward, a post-game tally of winners and los-
ers is not needed.

 Note: Missing from the above step-by-step is the flavor of the game, the 
fun to be had in hamming it up. Much of the kids’ delight will come from your 
pretending to expect that each student will turn up and hand you the requested 
card, beginning to happily thank the student, then being ever increasingly non-
plussed to discover each counterfeit.
 You: “Thank you, Jiro! Thank... Uuup! Is this pink!?” (Jerry Seinfeld mock-
dismay.)
 Everyone: “No, it’s brown!”
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 You: “I want pink! Sachiko, please give me pink!”
 Kids will understand well enough that it’s play-acting not to feel inferior for 
turning up the wrong cards. If things work out, when the correct card finally is 
produced, you won’t even see it at first, teary-eyed as you’ll be in unrequited 
desire for pink! Boo-hoo! I want PINK!! When you do realize that it’s been deliv-
ered, you go into a brief paroxysm of delight. In this way, this simplest of card 
games is transformed by your delivery of it into real fun.
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Can/Can’t  Pi les
Materials Any flashcards

Goal Output by the group, i.e. the whole class (Ss→T level)

 1. Flash each of a deck of cards at a challenging pace, moving every card 
inexorably from about your head height down toward the table.

 2. Place each card in one of two piles on the table. If all students speak in 
unison, clearly and correctly, with accurate pronunciation, before the card 
hits the table, that card goes into the “Can” pile. Confirm their success by 
repeating in a warm, approving tone.

 3. If even one student mispronounces, doesn’t speak, is slow to speak, mis-
behaves, shouts, or commits any other mistake or infraction, the card goes 
into the “Can’t” pile.

 4. At the end of a single round, all cards will have gone into one of the two 
piles. Congratulate the kids on their “Can” successes (counting of cards 
isn’t necessary unless you wish to review numerals and their pronuncia-
tion).

 5. As students concentrate silently, review the “Can’t” cards.
 6. Shuffle the “Can’t” cards and use them to play again. With each successive 

round, fewer and fewer cards should go into the “Can’t” pile, until at last all 
cards have become “Cans.” Congratulate the class for their group effort at 
the end.

 If the above process takes too long because students cannot seem to fix 
their errors, even after several rounds and with teacher input, then you should 
revert to T→Ss→T card flashing for a few weeks before trying again.
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Rewind Game
Materials Any flashcards

Goal Output by the group, i.e. the whole class (Ss→T level)

 1. Flash a deck of cards. As with Can/Can’t Piles, all students must speak 
clearly, correctly, and in unison.

 2. If any mistake is made, stop flashing, pick up the last three or so cards 
flashed and start again from there (i.e., “rewind” by three cards). Or, pick 
up all cards and start again from the beginning (i.e., “rewind” to the first 
card again).

 3. Students will strive as a class to make it to the end of the set, or to make 
it as far as they can before the teacher calls time. Maintain a sense of fun 
by pretending to be overjoyed that students have made a mistake, allowing 
you to “rewind” the deck.

 This game and the Can/Can’t Piles game are in many ways similar, in 
terms of the whole-group nature of the challenge and of the kind of output re-
quired. Their most important difference is that, in Can/Can’t Piles, the group 
runs through the deck of cards in one swift go, however many mistakes are 
made; in contrast, the flow in the Rewind Game is stop-and-go. This raises the 
intensity, which is fun when mistakes are few—but when too many mistakes 
stop the game too often, frustration can build. For this reason, Rewind is more 
suited to classes who are doing fairly well with a given set of flashcards; Can/
Can’t Piles is lower-level.
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Slide & Hide
Materials Alphabet flashcards

Goal Output by the group, i.e. the whole class (Ss→T level)

 When flashing ABC cards out of order using the Ss→T model, every fifth 
card or so, instead of showing the next card, slide the card before it slowly 
away, above or sideways, revealing only part of the letter beneath. Students 
will try to guess the letter. This helps build interest and break monotony during 
card-flashing.
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Point & Say
Materials Any flashcards

Goal Output by teams/pairs (Ss→T level) / Output by individuals

 Played individually or in teams. When playing in teams, team members 
point together and speak in unison.
 1. Lay a set of cards on the table, face up.
 2. Students raise hands when ready.
 3. When called upon, a student points to a card and tries to say it.
 4. If no mistakes (including pronunciation errors) are made, the child takes 

the card and lays it face down before her.
 5. If a mistake is made, the child takes the card and lays it face up. This card 

must be re-attempted next turn.
 6. The child with the most cards at the end wins.
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The Collect Game
Materials Any flashcards

Goal Output by teams/pairs (Ss→T level) / Output by individuals

 Played individually or in teams. Similar in spirit to Point & Say, but more 
difficult in that players may not choose which card to try.
 1. Lay one card, face up, before each player (or team).
 2. When ready to try their card, players raise their hands and wait to be called 

upon.
 3. If no mistakes (including pronunciation errors) are made, the child turns 

the card over face down and is dealt a new card.
 4. If a mistake is made, the card remains face up. This card must be attempt-

ed again next turn.
 5. The child with the most cards at the end wins.

In games like Point & Say or Collect, when students err, we may or may 
not give hints or other help.
 • If we can be reasonably sure that a student will, upon hearing his 

classmates attempt to answer, realize his own error and be able to fix 
it, we should not give help. (This modus operandi encourages focus 
and quieter deportment and facilitates student-centering.)

 • In cases when listening to peers will be insufficiently informative (in-
cluding pronunciation mistakes) we should provide help—either re-
peat the student’s mistake with emphasis and let him try to figure out 
how to fix it, or hint with part or perhaps all of the answer. After this, 
though, it will be unhelpful, less challenging and less fun to allow an 
immediate “repeat and that’s fine”. Such parroting does little to aid ei-
ther short- or long-term retention. The correction sinks in better when 
we have a child wait (knowing they’re likely to get a second chance) 
for the time it takes one or more other students to try.
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The UFO Game
Materials Any flashcards

Goal Output by teams/pairs (Ss→T level) / Output by individuals

 Kids may play individually or in teams. Ideal for cards with long and tricky 
verbiage, like color-shape cards or verb sentences. 
 1. Lay a card before the first child / team.
 2. Raise your hand above the card and lower it—the UFO is going to land!
 3. Student must say the sentence, etc., before the UFO (your hand) reaches 

the card.
 4. If student is too slow or makes a mistake, slide the card over to the next 

player (or team) and recommence UFO landing.
 5. You may subtly vary the rate at which the UFO lands to match individual stu-

dent ability, etc. The UFO hovers, swerves, dives down or orbits slowly, de-
pending on how strict you decide to be with that particular card and student. 
The movement of the UFO is a visual cue as to how much time the student 
has to speak, and is the source of focus and fun in the game.

 6. The pleasure and challenge of the game depend on strictness and a speedy 
tempo.

 7. The child or team with the most cards at the end wins. Usually you will rec-
ognize second and perhaps third-place finishers.
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Racing games
Materials Any bingo game boards

Goal Output by teams/pairs (Ss→T level) / Output by individuals

 Not a card game, but useful for reinforcing language that you may have 
taught with flashcards. Using a single chip as a place marker, teams (or pos-
sibly individuals) race to be the first to finish reading their bingo board from left 
to right, top to bottom, in much the same style as the PCC preparation game. 
Refer to “Paired Command Cards” in the teacher’s manual for more information 
on this style of game.
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The Memory Game (a.k.a.  Noun Recall)
Materials Vocabulary Flashcards (noun cards)

Goal Output by individuals

Suitable for all ages and levels.
 1. After flashing all noun cards, conceal them.
 2. Ask, “What do you remember?” (At higher levels, “Can you remember any 

animals?” or “Can you remember anything green?”)
 3. Use a clicker to keep track of recalled words.
 4. Enforce hand-raising.
 5. Require appropriate articles.
 6. Teach children to say, “I said that.” or “Sayuki said that.” whenever appro-

priate.
 7. As always, if you tell a kid to try again for, say, omitting an article, and then 

she doesn’t raise her hand again, call her by name. Let her know you’re 
waiting for her to say the same thing again, correctly.

 8. Call an end to the game when there is a lull but perhaps before kids have 
run completely out of nouns they can recall. Show them how many they 
recalled, compare it with the prior week’s score (recorded on your Class 
Planner/Record sheet), and challenge them to recall more next time.

 Although we normally regard ‘individual output’ games as the most chal-
lenging type, and thus not suitable for newly introduced material, the Memory 
Game is an exception. Students are challenged to produce, not one particular 
word or phrase, but any word they can recall from a large set. Also, since kids 
are not called upon in any given order, when to speak is also up to them. This 
makes the game suitable even for material with which the class is still shaky.
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Flash Five
Materials Vocabulary Flashcards (noun cards)

Goal Output by individuals

Suitable for all ages and levels. More focused recall than in the Memory Game.
 1. Flash a few noun cards (5 or so). Students do not repeat after the teacher.
 2. Conceal the cards.
 3. Students raise hands and, when called upon, try to recall any one of the 

hidden cards. A student who succeeds receives that card.
 • If no one can guess a given card, give hints about it: “This is red and 

round. It’s a fruit. It grows on trees.”
 4. When all have been guessed, repeat from step 1.
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What’s Missing?
Materials Any smaller set of flashcards (colors, family, weekdays, etc.)

Goal Output by individuals

With Family Cards, the name of the game becomes “Who’s Missing?”
 1. After flashing the cards, shuffle them and conceal one to four.
 2. Lay the remainder on the table face up.
 3. Ask, “What’s missing?”
 4. Kids raise hands and wait to be called upon. Enforce this by never accept-

ing the guesses of a “blurter”.
 5. When a child (after being called upon) guesses correctly, give her the card, 

which she keeps face up in front of her.
 6. If a child guesses a card that is already visible on the table, point this out.
 7. When all missing cards have been guessed, gather those on the table and 

play again. Repeat game until all students have got a card.
 8. “Cheat fairly” by saying the cards as you lay them on the table each time, 

giving kids lots of repeated input. Reserve an easy one (pink, mother, or 
Sunday) to the end, for a child who hasn’t got any yet.
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What Am I Hiding?
Materials Color cards

Goal Output by individuals

Suitable for small children.
 1. Hide a card in your hand and invite children to guess what it is. 
 2. Ham it up, pretend they’ve gotten it right when they haven’t, console them 

as though they’ve lost when they guess right or pretend at first to be disap-
pointed: “What!? Pink? P-i-n-kk!?... Oh! You’re right! It is pink!” 

 3. Children who guess correctly will be awarded the card (and will put it on the 
table before them). 

 4. Repeat steps until all have guessed a card.
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Rabbit Ears
Materials Color cards (Family Cards, etc., also possible)

Goal Output by individuals

Best for kids age 7 and up. Suitable when a class has reached the Ss→T stage 
of color card flashing.
 1. Deal two cards face down to each player. Extra cards are laid face up on 

the table.
 2. On the count of three, each kid raises his cards above his head like rabbit 

ears, where he can’t see them but all others can.
 3. Kids guess which cards they are holding by looking at others’ cards and 

those on the table. Kids blurt, but do not shout, their guesses.
 4. A kid who guesses a card correctly may lower that card to the table, face 

up.
 5. The first kids to guess both cards become first, second, and third champi-

ons.
 6. Call an end to the game while there are still more “losers” than “winners.” 

(Playing to the very end risks humiliating the last student to finish.) For 
example, in a class of seven, end things when three kids have finished and 
four still haven’t. Ideally, though, all will have guessed at least one of their 
cards before play ends.

 7. Time permitting, play again.

Notes:
 • Cheating fairly: you should also play the game, holding up two cards and 

“guessing” them — really, you’ll be calling the colors of cards that strug-
gling students are holding, to prompt/remind them.

 • Large classes: if necessary, deal each child only one card. We call this 
version the “Unicorn” game.

 • Extra challenges: Tell kids who guess correctly, “Left hand,” or, “Right 
hand,” for practice with left and right. Later, kids who guess correctly 
must ask something like, “Which hand?” At the start, the kids will guess 
by blurting out color names: “Blue? Silver?” Later, increase the language 
required: “Do I have silver?”
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Stand Up, Sit  Down
Materials Any flashcards (except those requiring particularly long sentence output)

Goal Output by individuals

 Used with students who are proficient with the Point & Say and Collect 
games.
 1. All kids stand.
 2. Hold flashcards where all can see.
 3. Each student in turn attempts a flashcard. If she gets it right, flip to the next 

card and it’s the next kid’s turn.
 4. If the student gets the card wrong, mispronounces, hesitates, speaks Japa-

nese, or otherwise violates decorum, she must sit. Show the same card to 
the next student, who will either correct the error, or also err and have to 
sit.

 5. Proceed thus around the table at a lively pace.
 6. On the next time around, if a seated student says a card correctly, she may 

stand again.
 7. At the end, any child who didn’t sit is a winner. Second and third place rec-

ognition may be given to those who sat but once. (If all sat, whoever sat 
fewest times wins.)

Notes:
 • This game can also be used with no flashcards, e.g. for counting or for 

saying the months of the year in order.
 • If the children are being made to sit too many times during the game, re-

vert to Ss→T group output until they improve.
 • If hardly anyone has to sit during the game, the students are ripe for rank 

testing. Indeed, the Stand Up, Sit Down game can be used as a rank 
test in some cases, such as noun learning with flash cards. But you must 
make sure that anyone declared to have passed has identified a goodly 
representative proportion of the cards without error or nearly so.
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Teaching numbers using playing cards
Materials A standard deck of 52 playing cards

Goal Input / output at any stage (T→Ss→T, Ss→T, individual output)

 1. Remove all jokers, kings, and jacks.
 2. Aces will represent the numeral one, and queens will stand 

for zero (as the Q superficially resembles one).
 3. Lay cards on the table in a row to build random two-, three-, 

or four-digit numbers (or even larger than that). Examples: 
A four and a seven form 47. A seven, a three, and a five 
form 735. An eight, a queen, a two, and an ace form 8,021.

 4. Use this technique to play timed challenges, the Collect Game, The UFO 
Game, and so forth.

form 735. An eight, a queen, a two, and an ace form 8,021.


